
Botelle Elementary School 
 

 

  

Important Dates 
 

2/4: Winter Concert (10 AM) 

2/7 - 2/11: Soup-er Bowl food drive 

2/14: Valentine’s Day valentine exchange 

2:15: PTO Cultural Event - Air Plane Guy 

2/18: Early dismissal at 1:15 PM  

         (Teacher in-service)  

2/21: No school – President’s Day  

 

5th Grade Newsletter 

On the Horizon 
 

Math: As our fourth math chapter continues, students 

will learn two different division strategies for larger 

numbers: the partial quotients diagram and partial 

quotients algorithm. In sixth grade, students will build 

off of these strategies to learn the standard algorithm 

for division.     

Science: Science is scheduled to begin February 14, 

and will explore the structure and properties of matter 

through a research expedition to Antarctica (perfect 

for winter in Norfolk)! 

 

January 

 

 
January Accomplishments 

⦁ This month we read Fly Away Home by Eve 

Bunting. This was the January One Book, One 

School selection that connects to Poverty 

Awareness Month. We started One Book, One 

School as a way to teach our students about diverse 

cultures and groups. Picture books are fun for all 

ages and also very informative. By reading books 

with diverse characters and topics, our students 

increase their understanding, appreciation and 

acceptance of others. We have much more in 

common with one another than we sometimes 

realize. Each month we will read a new book at 

school and invite you to read it at home with your 

family. At Botelle, we are preparing our students to 

be engaged participants in a diverse, global society!  

Fly Away Home was the perfect introduction to our 

Soup-er Bowl food drive. After discussing some of 

the most essential needs of those living in poverty, 

students got to work making posters and designing 

donation boxes  

for this annual  

school wide  

event.   

 

Please check  

out the flyer  

that was  

sent home  

with this  

newsletter. The flyer  

gives you more information about  

Fly Away Home, a QR code that will take you to a 

video of someone reading aloud the book, and 

questions for you to discuss the book with your 

child. I hope you enjoy reading the book with your 

child as much as we did. 

 
CONTINUED ON BACK  
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5th Grade Newsletter 

Supporting Your Child at Home 

 Complete a DreamBox lesson with your child to experience how the program works and see what your 

child is practicing.  

 

January  

 

 

Current Read Aloud 

The Hunger Games 

by Suzanne Collins 
 

Hour of Code! January Accomplishments Cont. 

⦁ In math, students used three different strategies to 

multiply larger numbers: partial products with a 

diagram, partial products algorithm and the standard 

algorithm. Having three strategies gives them a 

chance to choose the most efficient strategy for their 

current needs.  

⦁ Our non-fiction writing unit has begun with the 

topic of teen activism. Students researched 14 

different teen activists, practiced taking and 

organizing notes in their writing journals, wrote an 

overall claim about what teen activists do, and 

choose three teens they were interested in writing 

about and planned specific details in a boxes and 

bullets graphic organizer.    

⦁ We’ve been exploring an author’s use of language 

to convey a specific mood and atmosphere of a 

setting. Settings often have an enormous impact on a 

character and their traits, so our character unit 

shifted to explore this connection   

 


